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Welcome

As the Director of the
Innovation Center, I’d like
to invite customers and
partners to engage with us
and explore the capabilities
of IBM as a trusted partner
for their SAP digital
transformation.
Read on to find out how we
can support you in your
SAP journey to hybrid
cloud and AI.

Since 1972, the IBM® and SAP® partnership has been helping
organizations all over the world and across industries with
custom plans to lower costs, increase agility and improve
results. Experts from IBM and SAP work closely to design and
build joint solutions that address your specific business needs.
These solutions range from SAP S/4HANA® migrations and
hybrid cloud implementations, to creating intelligent industry
workflows. In times of challenge our innovative solutions can
help you navigate change through transformation, automation,
and modernization.
The IBM Innovation Center for SAP Solutions in Walldorf is the
go-to destination for inspiration and co-innovation with IBM
and SAP. It acts as a physical entry point for our customers and
ecosystem partners to accelerate the SAP digital innovation
journey, using Enterprise Design Thinking® and the capabilities
of hybrid cloud and AI. Thousands of customers around the
world have already been hosted at the center, looking for
support to run their SAP landscapes on IBM technology with
guidance from IBM Consulting™.
The IBM Innovation Center for SAP Solutions can help you
on your journey to modernizing SAP business processes and
responding both better and faster to market opportunities.
From IBM Cloud® and IBM Systems® to Red Hat® and our IBM
Consulting portfolio, our experts are available to answer your
questions about your SAP transformation—either on-site
or virtual.

Tanja Scheller
Director, IBM Innovation Center
for SAP Solutions
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Navigate your path to transformation
Close collaboration with SAP experts
At the IBM Innovation Center for SAP Solutions, teams of
experts collaborate and co-create digital solutions based on
the SAP Intelligent Enterprise strategy. Together we explore,
plan, and build our customer’s digital future using a mix of
hybrid cloud software, infrastructure, and consulting services.
Our solutions are enriched with AI and automation to meet
SAP-specific application requirements.
Our offerings help drive faster business transformation and
time to value, accelerate industry innovation through industryspecific data value offerings and supercharge customer and
employee experiences. They also provide ultimate flexibility and
choice to run your workloads in hybrid cloud environments.

“Our teams have worked closely with
IBM to design and deliver intelligent
end-to-end industry solutions.
This collaboration results in better
data insights based on predictive
capabilities and automation from both
SAP and IBM. We appreciate IBM’s
many years of investment in our
partnership, and most recently in the
local Innovation Center that will
accelerate and guide the digital
transformation initiatives of
our customers.”

Peter Maier
President of SAP Industries and Customer Advisory
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Accelerated journey to AI
SAP applications generate tremendous amounts of structured
and unstructured data, providing the foundation for real-time
insight and actionable intelligence. SAP customers can gain
significant additional business value by utilizing AI. Cognitive
computing and machine learning provide useful business
insights. These insights can drive competitive differentiation
through better customer experiences. At the same time the
insights can enable greater operational efficiencies and process
automation to help reduce complexity and lower costs. At the
IBM Innovation Center for SAP Solutions, we feature several
AI use-cases that can act as growth engines for SAP digital
transformation initiatives.
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For example, the Cognitive Replenishment Advisor based on
IBM Watson® technology enables you to explore how AI and
machine learning can support smarter inventory decisions,
helping to ensure that products arrive in the right place, at the
right time.
The combination of SAP S/4HANA and the IBM supply chain
intelligence suite allows you to identify potential supply chain
disruptions quickly and mitigate them efficiently, supported by
AI and machine learning models. You can see it all featured live
at the Innovation Center.
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Intelligent end-to-end industry workflows
The IBM and SAP Evolution partnership means that IBM can
deliver new, intelligent industry solutions and workflows to
enable end-to-end data-driven processes that help companies
accelerate the modernization of systems.
The result is what we call intelligent workflows. These are
intelligent as they are embedded with AI to predict outcomes.
They also follow the natural flow of work, from one employee
to the next, tapping into application data along the way and
making appropriate decisions.
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The data capture ranges from customer feedback, further
personalizing the next customer interaction, to leveraging
machine data to increase production line productivity.
Experience the IBM Cognitive Enterprise solution for industrial
manufacturers and see our live demo featuring the integration
of the SAP manufacturing execution system into SAP S/4HANA.
The solution integrates information from apps, equipment, and
sensors to your SAP systems in real-time, and combines it with
AI-driven visual recognition that enables you to support and
automate the packing process.
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Discover a smarter migration to
SAP S/4HANA
Within the IBM Innovation Center for SAP Solutions is the
IBM Rapid Move Studio. This center of excellence provides
customers with a hybrid migration and adoption approach to
SAP S/4HANA using automation, enhanced user experience,
software tools and accelerators. A joint team from IBM and
our partner SNP work together on solutioning, delivery and
innovation to support customers across the globe. The team is
based on IBM’s Rapid Move for SAP S/4HANA and powered by
SNP CrystalBridge®. Our offering can accelerate the move to
SAP S/4HANA through automation and selective data migration.
This offering enables customers to leverage their existing SAP
investment and innovate where it matters to them—both on
premise and in the cloud.

“As part of the IBM Center, the IBM Rapid
Move Studio offers our customers a
central point of contact. The work
between our experts and those of IBM is
built on a foundation of close
collaboration and trust. By sharing and
supplementing our knowledge, we are
able to better serve both current and
future customer requirements. Today,
together with IBM, we are able to move
SAP customers to SAP S/4HANA and
the cloud even more quickly and
securely. This enables us to pave the
way for our customers to become
intelligent and connected enterprises—
migrating their data with CrystalBridge
smoothly, flexibly and without risk.”

Michael Eberhardt
CEO of SNP
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Red Hat integration for SAP applications
The IBM Innovation Center serves as an integration laboratory
for experts from IBM and Red Hat who enable modernization
of systems to a scalable, flexible, and intelligent base for digital
transformation and future innovations. Red Hat Enterprise Linux
(RHEL) for SAP Solutions combines an intelligent operating
system with predictive management tools and SAP-specific
content, providing a single, consistent foundation for both SAP
and non-SAP workloads.
It also lets you extend your IT to hybrid cloud and container
environments using Red Hat OpenShift (RHOS), an enterprisegrade Kubernetes platform.
Experience our live demo of Red Hat Ansible to automate the
installation of SAP S/4HANA and SAP HANA on IBM Power®
Systems or in the cloud!

“Red Hat and SAP have been working
together for 20 years and have built a
strong partnership during this time. Our
open, hybrid infrastructure solutions
are certified for SAP and offer added
value that goes far beyond migration
and is clearly presented in the
Innovation Center in Walldorf.”

Jochen Glaser
Global Head of SAP Business at Red Hat
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Your journey to SAP S/4HANA—on premise or in the cloud?
The Walldorf-based IBM team can advise you on the best way
to deploy your SAP systems, either on premise or in a private,
public or hybrid cloud environment.
The IBM Cloud platform is flexible, security-rich and has the
performance capabilities to deploy SAP S/4HANA. It provides
a full portfolio of IaaS, PaaS and SaaS solutions to support
enterprise-scale SAP workloads.
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Moreover, explore the benefits and return on investment of SAP
HANA on IBM Power Systems in your own data center or in the
cloud—giving you faster provisioning, affordable scaling and
maximum uptime. In the Innovation Center, customers can find
out more about the advantages of IBM infrastructure solution
for SAP S/4HANA, including how IBM uses permanent storage
to improve SAP HANA solutions.
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Explore supporting events
On-site, virtual and hybrid events
Our IBM Innovation Center provides you with
multiple opportunities for collaboration. Experts
engage with you either on-site in the IBM Innovation
Center for SAP Solutions, in a virtual workshop, or
hybrid form—with some participants onsite and
others connected virtually.
We help you build plans and design solutions to
become an intelligent enterprise based on SAP
applications and IBM technology and consulting.
Meet our experts for one-to-one sessions,
experience SAP solutions in our demonstration
area, hear about the latest SAP technologies or start
building your journey to business transformation
with SAP S/4HANA in a co-creation workshop.

Events
Engage in Design Thinking workshops and
IBM Garage™ sessions tailored to your
industry and customer roadmap. Plan your
individual journey to hybrid cloud and AI to
accelerate your digital transformation.

Experts
Discuss your company strategy with leading
experts from IBM, Red Hat and SAP. Learn
more about our unique partnership,
co-innovations and success stories from
other customers.

Solutions
Leverage newly developed SAP solutions
which IBM, Red Hat and our partners
continuously bring to market. Experience
the latest demos and use cases live in our
center or in a virtual workshop.
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Next steps
Engage with us to explore the unique IBM and SAP evolution
partnership, accelerating your digital transformation and
supporting your journey to hybrid cloud and AI.
Visit us and experience our IBM SAP innovations, offerings
and resources either on our premises in Walldorf or in a
virtual workshop.
Check out our web page for more information:
ibm.biz/IBMInnovationCenterforSAPSolutions
To organize a visit, please send an email to the IBM
Innovation Center team: SAPEvent@de.ibm.com
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